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While the distinction between status quo and revisionist states is well established in International Relations, only more recently 
have scholars begun to refine the concept of revisionism itself, emphasizing that revisionism comes in different forms. A 

number of typologies have been introduced to capture this diversity. In this article, we offer a critique of these typologies, 
highlighting how many of these works elide the rule-governed and contextual nature of what counts as revisionism. Building on 

an understanding of international orders as social structures, we argue that the revisionist character of state conduct can only 
be determined with reference to the conception of the legitimate ends and means current in a particular international order. 
This leads us to distinguish between three types of revisionism: competitive revisionism that is transgressive of the legitimate 
means; creative revisionism that is transgressive of the legitimate ends; and revolutionary revisionism that is transgressive of 
legitimate ends and means. We further emphasize that determining the revisionist character of state conduct always involves 
interpretation and judgment. The concern for analytical precision conveyed by the development of different typologies of 
revisionism must therefore be followed by an equally deliberate concern for the politics of revisionism—in both theory and 

practice. 

Bien que la distinction entre les États prônant le statu quo et les États révisionnistes soit bien établie en relations interna- 
tionales, ce n’est que très récemment que les chercheurs ont commencé à affiner le concept de révisionnisme lui-même, en 

soulignant qu’il revêt différentes formes. De nombreuses typologies ont été introduites pour représenter cette diversité. Dans 
cet article, nous proposons une critique de ces typologies, en mettant en évidence que nombre de ces travaux omettent la 
nature légale et contextuelle de ce que l’on qualifie de révisionnisme. En concevant les ordres internationaux comme des 
structures sociales, nous affirmons que la qualité révisionniste du gouvernement ne peut être établie que par référence à
la conception des fins et moyens légitimes qui caractérise un ordre international spécifique. Nous pouvons ainsi distinguer 
trois types de révisionnisme : le révisionnisme concurrentiel qui transgresse les moyens légitimes, le révisionnisme créatif 
qui transgresse les fins légitimes et le révisionnisme révolutionnaire qui transgresse les fins et les moyens légitimes. Nous 
mettons ensuite en évidence que la détermination de la qualité révisionniste du comportement d’un État implique toujours 
l’interprétation et le jugement. Le souci de précision analytique inhérent à l’élaboration de différentes typologies de révision- 
nisme doit donc s’accompagner d’une préoccupation tout aussi évidente pour la politique de révisionnisme, tant en théorie 
qu’en pratique. 

Si bien la distinción entre el orden establecido y los estados revisionistas queda bien demostrada en las relaciones interna- 
cionales, ha sido solo de manera más reciente cuando los académicos han comenzado a refinar el concepto de revisionismo 

en sí mismo, enfatizando que el revisionismo se presenta de diferentes formas. Con el fin de captar esta diversidad, se han 

introducido varias tipologías. En este artículo, ofrecemos una crítica de estas tipologías, destacando cuántos de estos trabajos 
evitan la naturaleza contextual y gobernada por reglas de lo que cuenta como revisionismo. Sobre la base de una comprensión 

de los órdenes internacionales como estructuras sociales, argumentamos que el carácter revisionista de la conducta estatal solo 

puede determinarse con referencia a la concepción de los objetivos y los medios legítimos de actualidad en un orden interna- 
cional particular. Esto nos lleva a distinguir entre tres tipos de revisionismo: revisionismo competitivo que es transgresor con 

relación a los medios legítimos, revisionismo creativo que es transgresor con relación a los objetivos legítimos y revisionismo 

revolucionario que es transgresor con relación a los objetivos y a los medios legítimos. Además, enfatizamos que determinar 
el carácter revisionista de la conducta del estado implica siempre interpretación y criterio. La preocupación por la precisión 

analítica transmitida por el desarrollo de diferentes tipologías de revisionismo debe, por lo tanto, tener continuidad en la 
forma de una preocupación, igualmente deliberada, acerca de las políticas del revisionismo, tanto en la teoría como en la 
práctica. 
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the game” as we had come to think of them. At the same 
time, the United States increasingly handles its business out- 
side of the multilateral fora that underpin the liberal inter- 
national order, and favors more ad hoc coalitions (see, e.g., 
Karlsrud and Reykers 2020 ). To the extent that times are un- 
settled and the foundations of the international order may 
be at stake, it is neither surprising nor unwelcome that IR 

scholarship has turned its attention again to the concept of 
revisionism. 
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Introduction 

e are witnessing a revival of interest in the concept of
evisionism within the discipline of International Relations
IR). As times are unsettled, this may seem a relatively clear
ase of theory attuning itself to practice. In fact, a shift in
he distribution of power may be underway, as a number of
tates—China and Russia most prominently—are assuming
n ever more assertive posture and breaking the “rules of
ustermans, Jorg et al. (2023) Whose Revisionism, Which International Order? Social Structure and Its Discontents. Global Studies Quarterly , https://doi.org/10.1093/isagsq/ksad009 
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One feature of the new literature on revisionism is that
it includes sophisticated attempts at distinguishing between
forms of revisionism. As typologies of revisionism prolifer-
ate, they have focused on how revisionist foreign policies
can vary in intensity, in the ends pursued, and in the means
employed. The broad agreement about this variation is an
important step toward a better understanding of the phe-
nomenon. However, many of these typologies share a prob-
lem, namely that they overlook the extent to which context
matters in identifying revisionism. They underestimate the
extent to which the identification of revisionism is intrinsi-
cally linked to one’s conception of the international order.
One important consequence of this blind spot is both an
overestimation and an underestimation of the prevalence of
revisionist conduct. 

In what follows, we discuss this problem in the current
literature before proposing a remedy, stressing that an in-
herent feature of revisionism (violent or peaceful) is that it
transgresses or is perceived to transgress the rules that or-
ganize coexistence in the international order. In short, we
contend that no form of violence or peaceful behavior can
be assumed to be revisionist without taking into account the
rules governing a particular international order. Building on
an understanding of international orders as a category of
social structure, we take these rules to concern the “legiti-
mate ends” and “legitimate means” that members of inter-
national society may pursue and employ. 1 On this basis, we
identify three types of revisionism: competitive revisionism that
is transgressive of the legitimate means; creative revisionism
that is transgressive of the legitimate ends; and revolutionary
revisionism that is transgressive of legitimate ends and means.

Running through our account is a consistent “construc-
tivist” appreciation of how social structures endow the “rules
of the game” with normativity or legitimacy. Furthermore,
the identification of revisionism involves an act of judgment
about the illegitimacy of the conduct labeled so—on the
part of both actors and observers. In consequence, we end
the paper with a reflection on the politics of revisionism.
Here, we suggest that it is fruitful to treat typologies of re-
visionism, including our own, as a heuristic for studying re-
visionism at the level of action rather than at the level of
observation. Doing so allows for a better understanding of
the politics of (naming) revisionists and contributes to a bet-
ter grasp of the international order and its potential future
form. 

Revisionism in International Relations 

A Classical View 

In order to untangle the dimensions of revisionism and in-
ternational order, and before delving into the recent IR
scholarship on revisionism, it is useful to establish a stan-
dard against which to discuss these different frameworks,
a standard definition. Arnold Wolfers, who introduced the
distinction between status quo powers and revisionist pow-
ers ( Wolfers 1962 , 125–26), provides us with such a bench-
mark. He distinguished between them in terms of three di-
mensions: (1) the desire to either preserve or change the
established order; (2) the renunciation or the readiness to
use force in order to attain said change; and (3) the pursuit
1 Our conceptualization of legitimate means and legitimate ends as the main 
elements of a social structure owes greatly to Robert K. Merton, most notably his 
essay “Social Structure and Anomie” ( Merton 1938 ). Merton, a classical of Amer- 
ican mid-century sociology, pioneered studies of deviance and social structure in 
sociology. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

of either an equilibrium or the superiority of power. Accord-
ingly, he explained that 

“revisionist” countries […] are bent on changing the
status quo by force if necessary […]. They accept bal-
anced power only with utter resignation since they
know that only in quite exceptional cases can the es-
tablished order be seriously modified without at least
the threat of a force so preponderant that it will over-
come the resistance of the opposing side. […] [Their]
power goal must thus be assumed to be superiority
of power rather than balanced power. ( Wolfers 1962 ,
126) 

The key takeaway from this definition is the relationship be-
tween revisionism and order , namely the implication that it is
impossible to define revisionism without reference to a par-
ticular conception of “the established order.” Depending on
one’s conception of international order, an act of foreign
policy may be said to be either in tune or out of tune with
the demands of that order, and thus may be deemed to ex-
press a desire to either preserve or change that order. If one
assumes international order to coincide with the so-called
liberal international order, for instance, one will reach a
different conclusion about the revisionist character of Chi-
nese foreign policy than if one identifies it with what the
English School calls “pluralist international society” ( Buzan
2018 ; Chan et al. 2021 ). This observation further raises the
question of who gets to decide what the established order is.
Is it for the dominant countries to decide, or for the inter-
national community, including its less powerful members?
And if so, how? Or is it possible to define the constitutive
elements of the established order in a more objective man-
ner? In the absence of at least a strongly shared intersubjec-
tive agreement about the nature of international order, de-
ciding whether a particular act of foreign policy expresses
a challenge to the status quo will always be contested (e.g.,
Sakwa 2019 ). 

The second important aspect of the definition is its dis-
tinction between means and ends . The definition puts a pre-
mium on a country’s choice to renounce or accept the use
of force. A state wanting a change to the status quo would
not be revisionist in Wolfers’ view unless it used force or
threatened to do so in order to achieve that end. As such,
his definition of revisionism concerns both the ends (i.e., a
change to the status quo) and the means (the use of force)
of a state’s foreign policy. As it stands, however, the identifi-
cation of the use of force as a definitive aspect of revision-
ist foreign policy is arbitrary. It may express common sense,
but this does not ensure its theoretical validity. More recent
engagements have suggested that revisionist ambitions can
also be pursued by nonviolent means ( Goddard 2018 ; He
et al. 2021 ; Egel and Ward 2022 ), but typically leave intact
the presupposition that recourse to the use of force indi-
cates a strong(er) desire for change. While we are inclined
to agree with this assessment as a matter of empirical fact, we
nonetheless find it theoretically unsatisfying, at least from
our constructivist perspective. After all, in historical (or hy-
pothetical) contexts, the use of force can be socially sanc-
tioned as an acceptable or even commonplace part of the
behavioral repertoire. Where the use of force is not met
with the same legal and moral disapproval that it does now,
the performance of violence cannot readily be assumed to
indicate a (strong) revisionist desire. This is the situation
that Alexander Wendt (1999) theorized as a Hobbesian cul-
ture of anarchy. While this theoretical situation may lack
an empirical counterpart, it must nonetheless be contem-
plated as a theoretical possibility since it raises the important
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mplication that revisionism cannot be defined in terms of
he willingness to use violence. Instead, revisionism must be
nderstood in terms of the willingness to employ “means”
hat do not enjoy social sanction . 2 Violence is neither the only
or a theoretically necessary instance of that category. 
Finally, the definition offers an interesting albeit slightly

mbiguous take on the place of the pursuit of power in re-
isionist foreign policy, thereby also dealing with the extent
o which revisionism aims at improving one’s position in the
istribution of power. As we read Wolfers, the pursuit of a
superiority of power” functions for the revisionist state as a
ecessary means to the end of changing the status quo, of
ltering international order. As such, a successful revisionist
olicy not only involves the pursuit of power, but also en-
ails a change in the revisionist state’s position in the dis-
ribution of power. To be more precise, to the extent that
he state aspires to be successful in its revisionist agenda, its
osition in the distribution of power will have to have im-
roved. However, it is unclear if the pursuit of power itself
ounts as a revisionist ambition. We accept that dominant
ountries may experience the pursuit of power by less power-
ul ones as the expression of a revisionist desire (and there-
ore as threatening), but this does neither mean that they
annot be mistaken in that judgment nor that they should
et to decide. Instead, while revisionism always involves an
mbition to change the distribution of power, shifts in the
istribution of power need not be the result of revisionism
r revisionist intent. 
It may be useful again to think about these issues in terms

f social sanction or of legal permission and prohibition (in-
titutionalized social sanction). Consider the resources typ-
cally assumed to feed into a country’s material power and
hus to affect its position in the distribution of power, such
s population size, economic wealth, and military capabili-
ies. There are no rules prohibiting states to seek an increase
n their population size or counseling against it. Similarly,
here are no formal or informal rules prohibiting states from
ostering their economic development or spending most of
heir national budget on their military apparatus. 3 Given
hat there are no such rules in place, it is a puzzle to us
hy the very pursuit of power or a shift in the distribution
f power must necessarily indicate a revisionist desire. This,
gain, highlights the difficulty of determining what consti-
utes revisionism and what does not given the absence of a
lear and intersubjectively shared understanding of the na-
ure of the established order, and highlights the inherently
olitical of that endeavor ( Turner and Nymalm 2019 ; He
t al. 2021 , 164). 

Forms of Revisionism 

s discussed above, Wolfers distinguished status quo powers
rom revisionist powers. Yet, he did not introduce any fur-
her distinction within these categories. This changed with
ubsequent scholarship. There seems to be a growing con-
ensus now that not all forms of revisionism are alike and
2 As will become clear in due course, also this formulation is in need of refor- 
ulation: not every form of revisionism entails the use of illegitimate means. 

3 One could interpret the prohibition on the proliferation of nuclear weapons 
s an instance of such a rule, but this does not invalidate our point. When it comes 
o the right of states to develop their military capabilities and thus to uphold a 
rucial dimension of their material power, and with the exception of a number of 
ilitary technologies (nuclear weapons, landmines, possibly also “killer robots”), 

riedrich Kratowchil (2014 , 153) suggests that this might be considered part of 
us cogens . “In the light of later developments, such as [. . .] the imposition of 
tringent disarmament conditions [. . .] as in Iraq, we would have to conclude 
hat all violate jus cogens .”
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hat they need not be equally threatening to the interna-
ional order. However, there remains no consensus on how
o categorize revisionism in its various guises. Typologies
roliferate ( Krickovic 2022 ). And however tempting it may
e to add yet another typology, to introduce a new set of dis-
inctions and a new set of labels, what we propose to attempt
ere is to get a handle on the existing typologies and work

rom that basis (see appendix). 
What distinguishes various types of revisionist policies

n the current literature? We find there to be three main
ategories: (1) their intensity, (2) their ends, or (3) their
eans. To our knowledge, no typology of revisionism in-

egrates more than one of these dimensions. Larson and
hevchenko’s (2019) account of three strategies of status
mprovement—social mobility, social competition, and so-
ial creativity—forms a partial exception to this observation.
owever, because it is not actually conceived as a typology

f revisionist foreign policy (but as a typology of status-
eeking), Larson and Shevchenko’s account does not ex-
lain when or why status seeking (of any kind) can (or ought
o) be considered a revisionist undertaking. Another par-
ial exception is the recent typology introduced by Krickovic
2022) . However, while Krickovic distinguishes between the
mmediate ends pursued by revisionists and the means they
mploy in a manner akin to the framework developed here,
is framework does not foreground the importance of (ac-

ual or perceived) transgression in conceptualizing revision-
sm. As such, it does not account for the nature of sta-
us quo behavior nor for the limits of revisionism. This is
 more general problem of the literature on revisionism.
t identifies what differentiates forms of revisionism from
ne another, but seldom spells out what differentiates it
rom status quo conduct, what makes them revisionist in the
rst place. 
A first distinction was introduced by Randall Schweller

1994 , 100–104), who distinguished between “jackals” and
wolves.” As he portrays them, both types of revisionist pow-
rs harbored the same revisionist ends (the maximization
f power, typically taking the form of territorial expansion)
nd employed the same revisionist means (the threat and
se of violent force), but they differed in the intensity of their dis-
atisfaction with the status quo and thus also in their willingness
o take risky action. Schweller (1994 , 104) explained that
olves are “uninhibited by the fear of loss [and] are [there-

ore] free to pursue reckless expansion,” while jackals are
ore risk averse and opportunistic. They seize the moment
hen it presents itself by bandwagoning with a revisionist

eader, but they do not attempt—whether due to lack of
apacity or lack of will—to create that moment themselves.
ackals leave it to wolves to initiate revisionist action. Their
evisionism takes the form of “predatory buckpassing.” It
akes the form of “attempts to ride free on the offensive ef-
orts of others” ( Schweller 1994 , 103). This is a revealing
ormulation, as it makes clear that jackals join the wolf, yet
chweller does not make a substantive distinction between
wo forms of revisionism. His emphasis is on the distinc-
ion between roles—leaders and followers—characterized in
erms of the intensity of their revisionist desire in the same
evisionist project. Notice also that Schweller seems to as-
ume that revisionism takes the same form across the his-
orical record: territorial expansion by way of violent force.
e thus compiled a list of historical wolves, explaining that

Alexander the Great, Rome, the Arabs in the seventh and
ight centuries, Charles V, Philip II, Frederick the Great,
ouis XIV, Napoleon I, and Hitler all lusted for universal
mpire and waged all-or-nothing, apocalyptic wars to attain
t” ( Schweller 1994 , 104). 
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However, this is not a self-evident list. It is not obvious
at all that the “lust for universal empire” constituted a revi-
sionist ambition in these various historical epochs, or that
it did so in the same way or to the same degree. That as-
sessment depends on the “rules of the game” that pertained
in these various times and places and whether the “lust for
universal empire” was considered normal or transgressive.
In the time of Napoleon I, it certainly was considered trans-
gressive, but it is less clear that this applies to all imperial
endeavors on the above list. By failing to take differences
in historical contexts into account, Schweller’s take fosters
an ahistorical understanding of the concept of revisionism
that runs the risk of conflating normal behavior with behav-
ior considered transgressive. This is a recurring problem in
the current literature on revisionism, which also applies to
typologies that focus on the ends that revisionist powers pur-
sue, such as that developed by Steven Ward (2017 ; further
articulated in Cooley, Nexon, and Ward 2019 ). 

Whereas Schweller identified revisionist goals with “terri-
torial expansion,” Ward explains that there are three types
of revisionism depending on which aspect of the interna-
tional order a state expresses dissatisfaction about and seeks
to revise. The international order, in his view, can be broken
down into two elements: (1) the distribution of resources
and (2) “the rules, norms, and institutions that constitute
and naturalize the distribution of resources and regulate in-
teraction” ( Ward 2017 , 10–11). On the one hand, there are
revisionists who are primarily dissatisfied about the distri-
bution of resources and pursue a policy of “distributional”
or “positional” revisionism “which aims at achieving more
of a material, economic, or social resource.” On the other
hand, there are those who are primarily dissatisfied about
the rules, norms, and institutions that structure the interna-
tional order. These, in turn, pursue a policy of “normative”
revisionism, which “rejects or aims to overthrow the norma-
tive and institutional foundation of the status quo.” Finally,
there are revisionists who are dissatisfied about both compo-
nents of the international order. 

The merit of this typology is two-fold. Not only does it
offer an “inclusive and nuanced” conception of revision-
ism ( Egel and Ward 2022 , 753), it also affords a more dy-
namic understanding of the revisionist character of particu-
lar states, who can become more or less radical in their re-
visionist ambitions ( Davidson 2002 ; Ward 2017 ). However,
the typology raises a difficult question too, namely whether
the satisfaction of any desire for change makes for the satis-
faction of a revisionist desire. Compare Ward’s definition of
positional revisionism as the attempt to achieve “more of a
material, economic or social resource” with He et al.’s (2021 ,
165) contention that “it is not their enhancement of power
capabilities [. . .] that would make [states] revisionists.” We
are inclined to agree with the latter position, because it re-
tains the common understanding that revisionism entails an
element considered to be transgressive of the established or-
der. Aggressive territorial expansion in a world in which the
rule obtains that the territorial integrity of other states ought
to be respected counts as an instance of revisionism because
it is considered transgressive. It did not necessarily count
as such in medieval Europe, where order itself was main-
tained through territorial expansion (see, e.g., Elias 1994 ,
446–48; Ikegami 1997 ; de Carvalho 2015 ). 4 The mere build-
up of military capabilities or the development of a country’s
4 Note that Cooley, Nexon, and Ward (2019 , 699) acknowledge the context de- 
pendence of the revolutionary revisionist character of practices such as territorial 
adjustment. In some contexts, they explain, territorial expansion makes for nor- 
mative (or revolutionary) revisionism. In other contexts, it makes for positional 
revisionism only. As a result of our assumption that the concept of revisionism 
economic capacity does not make for revisionism—except
if the current distribution of power had been institution-
alized and attributed intrinsic normative value. In an in-
ternational society committed to the “balance of power,” a
policy aimed at achieving material predominance by way
of economic and military enhancement could be consid-
ered an act of revisionism by some. Similarly, in a world in
which a country’s predominance enjoys legitimacy, the en-
hancement of its material power by another country, with
the intention to help establish a multipolar order, could be
considered a revisionist policy by others. However, in both
instances, positional revisionism would coincide with nor-
mative revisionism and its transgressive (and revisionist) na-
ture would not be in doubt. In and of itself, however, it is
difficult to sustain that the mere enhancement of power ca-
pabilities makes a policy revisionist. 

We encounter a similar problem in the third type of
typology of revisionist foreign policy. These are typologies
that make a distinction between different forms of revisionism in
terms of the means that they employ . Wolfer’s classical definition,
we saw, associates revisionism with the threat and use of
force ( Wolfers 1962 )—an assumption Schweller (1994 )
radicalized when he explained that wolves “waged all-or-
nothing, apocalyptic wars.” However, more recent research
has introduced a more comprehensive view of the instru-
ments of revisionist foreign policy. This agenda has run in
parallel to efforts at diversifying, contextualizing, and his-
toricizing our understanding of power–political repertoires
( Goddard, Macdonald, and Nexon 2019 ). He et al. (2021) ,
for instance, distinguish hard revisionism (a violent form)
from various manifestations of soft revisionism (all nonvio-
lent). Soft revisionism denotes various ways of working with
and against the institutions through which an international
order manifests itself. “The soft approach” to revisionism,
they write, has states “seeking gradual institutional reform
and promoting new norms,” but also “includes malign
neglect and deliberate disengagement” ( He et al. 2021 ,
162). This leads them to distinguish four subtypes: institu-
tional reform, institutional obstruction, institutional exit,
and institutional competition. These categories overlap to
a large extent with a prior typology developed by Stacie
Goddard (2018) , who distinguishes between integrated re-
visionists (pursuing a strategy of institutional engagement),
bridging revisionists (pursuing a revolutionary strategy
of institutional reform), isolated revisionists (pursuing
an exit strategy that may involve establishing alternative
institutions), and rogue revisionists (taking recourse to
violence and exemplifying hard revisionism). The merit of
these kinds of means-centered typologies is again two-fold.
In addition to “revealing that revisionist behavior [the
employment of means, that is] is far more variegated than
[classical] approaches suggest” ( Goddard 2018 , 766), they
also enable more fine-grained theorization of why and
how states pursue which kind of revisionist foreign policy.
However, at a conceptual level, the typologies suffer from a
similar shortcoming to the other ones, as they fail to make
explicit the revisionist character of the strategy. Is the re-
visionist character of the means of revisionism determined
by the ends that they serve? Or is their revisionist character
a supposed feature of the means themselves? In the latter
case, one would expect again, in line with common under-
standing, an element of transgression to mark revisionist
connotes transgression, we are wary about their concept of positional revisionism 

and therefore question their effort to fix the meaning of territorial expansion as 
necessarily one or another type of revisionism. This is why we have made historical 
reference to the supposed order-maintaining character of territorial expansion in 
medieval times. 
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eans. However, existing means-centered typologies do not
ake that aspect explicit. And while one could argue that an

lement of transgression characterizes hard revisionism and
ertain forms of soft revisionism (obstruction, exit, compe-
ition), it is less obvious, though not unthinkable, that this
pplies to the other forms too (engagement, reform). 

Who Are the Revisionists? 

n addition to a growing acknowledgment of the necessity
o distinguish between various forms of revisionism, recent
cholarship has also begun to pay more critical attention
o the question “who are the revisionists?.” The traditional
nswer was often limited to pointing at so-called rising or
merging powers ( Gilpin 1981 ; Murray 2018 ). To the extent
hat revisionism is seen to spring from dissatisfaction with
he existing order, and to the extent that rising powers are

ore likely to be dissatisfied with the existing order, it makes
ense to assume that rising powers will be more likely to har-
or a revisionist desire. What is more, as they become more
owerful, rising powers develop the capacity to actually pur-
ue a revisionist policy. They combine revisionist intention
ith revisionist capability. It is not surprising, then, that most
f the empirical and policy-oriented research on revisionism
ooms in on the cases of China and Russia or on pre–World
ar II Germany, Italy, and Japan. 
However, more recent theoretical scholarship on revision-

sm does not find this answer satisfactory. It insists on three
oints. First, it points out that not all rising powers choose
o pursue a revisionist policy and that certainly not all rising
owers pursue a “radical” revisionist agenda ( Ward 2017 ).
o explain why some rising powers do while others do not
or the same rising power at a different moment does) turn
adically revisionist, causal narratives should pay attention to
omestic politics. Domestic political entrepreneurs, that is,
an choose to politicize the (supposedly unacceptable) sta-
us position of their countries and the (supposed unfairness
f the) international order that determines their position,
r they can choose to do neither. It is when domestic polit-

cal entrepreneurs, as well as the politicians that they advise
r otherwise exert influence over, do indeed develop these
inds of narratives that their states have the greatest likeli-
ood of pursuing a revisionist foreign policy. 
Second, in addition to insisting that not all rising pow-

rs pursue a revisionist foreign policy, recent scholarship
lso increasingly entertains the possibility that “non-rising”
owers also pursue revisionist policies. In this vein, Cooley,
exon, and Ward (2019) remark that most commentators

gree that a “declining Russia” has adopted a more radically
evisionist posture than a “rising China,” and also argue that
here is no reason to presume that even a “hegemonic” actor
ould not want to change the international order—whether

hat be its distribution of power or its normative foundation.
ecall, for instance, President Bush’s bullish unilateralism
uring the swansong of America’s unipolar moment. Simi-

arly, Egel and Ward (2022 , 758) show that also “weak states”
ake on revisionist agendas, although the poverty of their

aterial resources constrain the options that they have:
smaller states will often lack the ability to embark on plau-
ible efforts to advance their status and influence [. . .],” but
cting in concert—as a coalition of revisionist small states
id with the negotiation of the Treaty on the Prohibition of
uclear Weapons—offers them a way out ( Sauer and Rever-

ert 2018 ). Clearly, then, revisionism is not a prerogative of
ising powers nor is it reserved to powerful ones. 

Third, as will already have become clear, recent scholar-
hip tries to determine which states—that is, which states
ccupying which structural position—engage in which kind
f revisionist behavior. Even if it is the work of domestic
olitical entrepreneurs that decides whether states turn
evisionist at all and perhaps the intensity with which they
ursue their revisionist foreign policies, this leaves open the
orm of revisionist foreign policy they will pursue. Stacie
oddard (2018) provides an especially sophisticated answer

o that question, associating the various types of revisionism
he identifies with the “network position”—defined in terms
f access and brokerage—which states occupy. Steven Ward
in work with coauthors: Cooley, Nexon and Ward 2019 ;
gel and Ward 2022 ) has hinted at similarly structural
rguments, proposing that hegemons are more likely to be
ositional revisionists ( Cooley, Nexon, and Ward 2019 : 11)
nd small states to be subversive revisionists ( Egel and Ward
022 , 759). Each type of state, due to its structural position,
as access to particular types of resources, and employs

hese resources to give shape to its revisionist project. We
nd this idea to be wholly plausible. 
In sum, the literature on revisionism has made consider-

ble progress in deepening our understanding of the forms
hat revisionism may take, and who the revisionists may
e. However, the new wave of revisionist scholarship dis-
ussed above shares a common ambiguity with regard to
hat should count as revisionist. We attribute this ambigu-

ty to an insufficient acknowledgment of the contextual and
ule-dependent character of revisionism. In what follows, we
eek to resolve this problem by theorizing the contextual na-
ure of revisionism. 

Reconsidering Revisionism 

Social Structure and the Determination of Revisionism 

e start with the simple but crucial assumption that revision-
sm is a form of social action made meaningful by it being
mbedded in a social structure. This means both that revi-
ionist foreign policy can plausibly be assumed to be moti-
ated by states’ experience of that social structure and that a
articular action or policy only counts as an instance of revi-
ionist foreign policy within the context of that particular so-
ial structure. These are basic insights from the sociology of
eviance ( Cole 1966 , 47; Clinard and Meier 2013 ). The first

nsight is paralleled in IR scholarship by the understanding
hat foreign policy revisionism expresses dissatisfaction with
he international order, with the notion of “international or-
er” being a particular manifestation of the broader cate-
ory of “social structure.” International orders, that is, are
he social structures that organize the coexistence among
tates and within which states articulate and pursue their for-
ign policies—revisionist or otherwise. The second insight,
amely that an act of foreign policy can be discerned as an

nstance of revisionism only in the context of a particular so-
ial structure, and that the determination of the revisionist
haracter of a particular act of foreign policy happens (and
ust happen) with reference to the rules and norms that de-

ne that particular social structure, has been taken up much
ess explicitly in IR scholarship. 

Let us dwell on the concept of a “social structure” for
 short while (see also table 1 ). Social structures emerge
herever people(s) coexist and are in regular interaction.
or the most part, they are the products of evolution rather
han design ( Buzan 2004 , 165). At their most basic, social
tructures organize the coexistence of people and peoples.
et, social structures can be more or less successful in keep-
ng people(s) in check and thus in ensuring their contin-
ed, more or less joyful coexistence (compare Bull 1977 ).



6 Social Structure and Its Discontents 

Table 1. The functions, dimensions, and mechanisms of social structures 

Functions Organization of coexistence Distribution of status 

Dimensions Legitimate ends Legitimate means Social stratification Social mobility 

Mechanisms Orientation toward roles endowed with normativity Mobilization of available resources 

Relation to 
revisionism 

Transgression of rules and norms constitutes 
different forms of revisionism 

Differential access to resources causes different 
forms of revisionism 
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However, social structures perform an additional function
too. Other than organizing the coexistence of people(s),
they serve to distribute status to people(s) and the groups
they belong to ( Reus-Smit and Dunne 2017 , 36). Its sec-
ond function (distribution of status) may interfere with
its first function (organize coexistence). If the distribution
of status that results from the working of a particular so-
cial structure leaves people dissatisfied, they may question
its legitimacy and cease to act in line with the rules and
norms that define the social structure. A sufficient num-
ber of people engaging in this kind of deviant conduct over
time can bring about structural change ( Cole 1966 ). 5 And
when this kind of deviant conduct has as its express purpose
to bring about structural change, it makes for revisionist
conduct. 

Social structures vary in empirical content: their two core
functions have found manifestation in historically variable
norms, rules, and patterns. However, in spite of their his-
torical variation, the norms, rules, and patterns that make
for social structures can be grouped in theoretically mean-
ingful ways. Sociologists have come up with a range of vo-
cabularies to categorize the norms, rules, and patterns of
social structures, but many of them identify four elemen-
tal ones: social roles defined in terms of the (1) legitimate
ends and (2) legitimate means that an occupant of a role
can pursue and employ, and factual patterns of (3) stratifica-
tion and (4) social mobility ( Crothers 1996 , 84–125). 6 The
first set of categories (legitimate ends and legitimate means)
corresponds to a social structure’s manifest function to en-
sure continued and more or less facile coexistence. These
dimensions of the social structure are endowed with (ever
contestable) normativity, hence the insistence that it con-
cerns “legitimate” ends and means. People can choose to
act otherwise, but their conduct may be considered trans-
gressive. This will be the case unless and until more peo-
ple begin to act in the same way and a new conception
of legitimate ends and means reaches intersubjective valid-
ity. The second set of categories (stratification and mobil-
ity), for its part, corresponds to a social structure’s (latent)
function to distribute status. Patterns of stratification can be
more or less egalitarian or hierarchical. In the former case,
all (groups of) people in society stand on an equal foot-
ing, enjoying access to roughly the same amount of (ma-
terial and nonmaterial) resources. In the latter case, they
do not. Similarly, social mobility can be higher or lower. In
5 Structural-functionalist theory has regularly been chided for being incapable 
to account for social change. However, while it may be the case that many struc- 
tural functionalists were inclined to emphasize the process through which the 
social order is maintained (i.e., behavior in conformity with the rules and norms 
that define social roles), this does not mean that they did not understand that 
actors could deviate from rules and norms. As a matter of fact, a structural func- 
tionalist such as Robert Merton put the emphasis on this kind of deviant behavior 
and saw in it the main motor for social change ( Joas and Knöbl 2009 , 66). 

6 We do not aim to settle the debate among social theorists about how to best 
conceptualize social structures here. However, we do believe that our framework 
is a useful one, which helps to illuminate the concept of revisionism. 

 

 

 

the former case, it is easy for a person to move up the so-
cial ladder. In the latter case, it is not. Patterns of stratifi-
cation and mobility, it bears emphasis, are first and fore-
most matters of social fact, allowing, at least in principle,
for objective description. In and of themselves, they lack
the kind of normativity that a social structure’s legitimate
ends and means enjoy. Their contribution to the reproduc-
tion and transformation of the social structure is primar-
ily causal in nature, mediated by people’s variable access to
resources. 

However, a complication of this last observation is in or-
der. It happens often that patterns of social stratification end
up being endowed with normativity. When this happens,
people will consider the existing distribution of power not
just a social fact to be reckoned with but a moral fact to be
valued. 7 Orderly coexistence, it is then assumed, depends
on the top stratum remaining the top stratum, and on the
top stratum having authority and the lower strata showing
deference. In international politics, for instance, the great
power club is famously difficult to join and its members
guard their status jealously, legitimate their superior status
with reference to its order-enhancing effects, and thus at
least attempt to endow it with normativity. They attempt to
turn the (mere) social fact of stratification into a moral fact
of rule ( Kustermans 2023 ). In consequence, from the stand-
point of the dominant, any instance of (or aspiration to)
social mobility can potentially be experienced as a transgres-
sion of the social order. 

As a matter of practice, this is a recurrent process. Domi-
nant states regularly blame rising powers for their supposed
revisionism. However, as a matter of theory, we do well to
proceed more carefully. Social structures may determine re-
visionist conduct, but the different dimensions of the social
structure contribute to that determination in different ways.
A social structure’s legitimate ends and means serve to de-
termine the revisionist character of a particular act and offer
the basis for a theoretically anchored typology. A social struc-
ture’s patterns of stratification and social mobility, however,
serve mainly to determine the choice for a particular form of
revisionism. With respect to the former two dimensions, the
relation of the social structure to revisionism is constitutive.
With respect to the latter two dimensions, the complication
notwithstanding, the relation between social structure and
revisionism is a causal one. 

Status Quo Conduct 

Before we turn to the three forms of revisionism we iden-
tify (see table 2 ), we focus on the character of status quo
conduct. One could say that a status quo orientation finds
7 It may be useful to clarify how we see the relationship between social facts 
and moral facts. In our understanding, moral facts are a subcategory of the 
broader category of social facts. This means that all moral facts are social facts, 
but that not all social facts are moral facts. Statistical patterns are a good example 
of social facts that are not, by themselves, moral facts. 
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Table 2. Forms of status quo and revisionist conduct 

Legitimate means 

Transgress Accept 

Accept Competitive revisionism 

Actions (and prescriptions) considered 
transgressive of legitimate means 

Status quo conduct 
Actions in accordance with legitimate 
means and legitimate ends (including 
sovereign play) 

Legitimate ends 

Transgress Revolutionary revisionism 

Actions (and prescriptions) considered 
transgressive of both legitimate means and 
ends 

Creative revisionism 

Actions (and prescriptions) considered 
transgressive of legitimate ends 
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xpression in acts of foreign policy that are in conformity
ith the rules and norms that specify the legitimate ends
nd means of international society. By way of a metaphor, we
ould say that states with a predominant status quo orienta-
ion “play the game” of international politics in a manner
hat their peers (and other “participants” in international
ociety [ Lechner and Frost 2018 , 22]) consider acceptable,
ith the acceptability of their conduct being a function of it
eing considered in line with how the game is expected to
e played. They accept the rules and play by them—if not
lways to the letter, then at least in spirit. 

However, a first thing to note is that “rules” come in a
ariety of forms ( Onuf 2013 , 291), and not all rules put an
qually strong claim on those that are subject to them. Some
ules put a very strong claim on people: they are rules that
rohibit and rules that enjoin. They are rules that command
do! don’t!). To disregard those rules is already considered
 transgression. However, other rules put a milder claim
n people: they are rules that warn and rules that encour-
ge. Take “multilateral cooperation” as a legitimate means
f pursuing a state’s foreign policy goals. While there may
e certain issue areas in which multilateral cooperation has
een codified as an obligation (in international trade, for

nstance, at least for members of the World Trade Organiza-
ion), this obligation does not apply across the board. This
s the case even as post-1945 international society has been
rgued to have put a premium on multilateral cooperation
 Reus-Smit 1999 , 131–51). It strongly endorses multilateral
ooperation without making it a general or absolute obliga-
ion. As a result, depending on the type of rule that they are
onfronted with, also status quo–oriented states have some
eeway to abide by or disregard the rules that define the
egitimate ends and means (that define their role as mem-
ers) of international society. 
A second thing to note is that “play” can and often

ill be playful. Play is governed by rules (those that de-
ne the game), but it is not determined by them. If a
ame is a structure, play is agency, and mastery of a game
ot infrequently involves bending its rules without how-
ver breaking them. It involves “well-tempered transgres-
ions” ( Bourdieu 2005 , 118). Playing by the rules, that is,
oes not have to entail absolute compliance. Games can
e played in a variety of ways. Play can be fair or foul, but
lay can also be sovereign. Fair play demands strict adher-
nce to the rules and is typically expected of novices to
 game. Foul play involves deliberate cheating and blunt
ransgressions. In principle, it disqualifies players from a
ame. Sovereign play, meanwhile, presupposes a lenient at-
itude to the rules of the game. When players indulge in
overeign play, they seek to minimize the constraints that
ules (of any kind) inevitably impose on them. It is premised
n a liberal interpretation of those rules, which leaves as
uch room for an actor’s agency as possible. The concep-

ual centrality of sovereignty in IR appears to acknowledge
he historical prevalence and international–societal accep-
ance of sovereign play, notwithstanding the many attempts
n recent decades to domesticate—in other words, to im-
ose fair play on—the sovereign state ( Chowdhury and Du-
all 2014 ). Sovereign play, we suggest here, is not revision-
sm. It falls within the scope of status quo conduct. Hav-
ng said that, as a matter of empirical fact, not all states
re alike in this regard. Some states are more powerful
han other states (clearly so) and some states are more
rivileged than other states (clearly so, even when not for-
ally). It is typically the powerful that are also the more

rivileged. They arrogate the right to sovereign play for
hemselves, even when they deny it to other less power-
ul states. And curiously, other participants in the game
f international politics—diplomats from other countries,
ommentators—often appear to accept that distribution of
rivilege ( Simpson 2004 ; Pouliot 2016 , 71–79). It is in this
ay that a mere social fact of stratification becomes a moral

act of rule ( Kustermans 2023 ), and the merely powerful be-
ome the great powers with special rights and responsibilities.
overeign play thus finds justification in its supposed contri-
ution to the maintenance of international order ( Cui and
uzan 2016 ). 

Three Types of Revisionism 

y proposing that “sovereign play” falls within the bounds of
tatus quo conduct in international society, we do not mean
o argue that the concept of revisionism has no applicability
here. We wish simply to highlight that not any deviation
rom the rules can (and will) be considered as such. In
rder to count as an instance of revisionism, acts of foreign
olicy need to deviate from legitimate means or ends (or
oth) and be considered as a transgression threatening

nternational order. These instances can also—and often
o—involve explicit advocacy of an alternative conception
f the rules of the game. This will increase the likelihood
hat they will be considered revisionist. What is more,
nsistence on the legitimacy of what others perceive as
llegitimate behavior, even without corresponding conduct,

ay also instill a similar sense of threat. 
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As we mentioned earlier, there are two principal types of
rules that define actors’ roles within social structures and
endow them with normativity. The first concerns those rules
that define the “legitimate ends” that actors may pursue
given the role that they occupy. The second concerns those
rules that define the “legitimate means” that actors may
employ to pursue their legitimate ends. It follows that there
are three types of revisionism. Revisionism can be transgres-
sive of the legitimate means, the legitimate ends, or both.
We propose to call these forms of revisionism, respectively,
competitive revisionism , creative revisionism , and revolutionary
revisionism . 

COMPETITIVE REVISIONISM 

Competitive revisionism refers to policies aimed at pursuing
ends consistent with the rules, but with little regard for how
these ends are obtained, that is, considered transgressive
of legitimate means. We rely on Larson and Shevchenko’s
(2010) notion of “social competition” in labeling this type
of revisionism, as it bears similarity to that category. 8 They
observe that this type of revisionism often takes the form
of geopolitical rivalry. Among others, they give the exam-
ple of Japan turning imperialist in the 1930s and of India
acquiring nuclear capabilities and demonstrating them by
means of a nuclear test in 1998. Japan and India were join-
ing the competition for status and power that more promi-
nent countries were also involved in, but they did so by
taking recourse to “means” that many in the international
community had come to consider and had codified as il-
legitimate. In the case of Japan’s invasion of Manchuria in
1931, it sidestepped the obligation not to initiate war that it
had incurred by signing the Kellogg–Briand Pact of 1928. In
the case of India, it violated the core stipulation of the Non-
Proliferation Treaty (NPT) that nonnuclear weapon states
ought not to acquire nuclear weapons. Admittedly, both
cases are ambiguous as Japan did not formally declare war
when it invaded Manchuria and India had never signed the
NPT. But nonetheless, both acts registered with their peers
as acts of transgression. They perceived both countries to
seek to advance in the game of international politics by
means of foul play, without however questioning the telos
of that game. They transgressed the “legitimate means” of
international society but did not as obviously transgress its
“legitimate ends”—unless, in the case of Japan, one assumes
the ambition to be an imperial power to have been decisively
invalidated by that time. 

It may sound as though we are hedging our claims. How-
ever, there are sound theoretical reasons for doing so. To
identify a transgression, it is necessary not only to identify a
rule or norm, but likewise to establish that a particular act
is considered to be a transgression of the rule or norm. All
steps in the process—identifying the relevant rules, estab-
lishing the meaning of the rules, and assessing a particular
act in light of the rule—entail the exercise of judgment and
are bound to invoke contestation. 

Let us clarify this problem with reference to the first step
in the process: identifying the relevant rules. What are the
rules and norms that define the legitimate ends and the
legitimate means (and thus define the roles) of members
of international society? The answer to this question will
vary depending on one’s conception of the international
8 We should note that Larson and Schevchenko imply that this has historically 
been undertaken in what they consider “geopolitical” domains (military compe- 
tition). Although they do not make the transgressive nature (and rule-related) 
nature of this explicit, we think that it is implied with their examples. We would 
also underline that by our account, competitive revisionism can also take place in 
other domains than “geopolitics.”

 

 

order. Compare, for instance, a conception of the inter-
national order as a “pluralist international society,” in the
way that Hedley Bull (1977) portrayed it, with a conception
of the international order as “Liberal International Order
2.0,” in the way that John Ikenberry (2010) presented it.
In pluralist international society, let us say, the means that
a state can legitimately employ are circumscribed by codi-
fied or positive international law and by a commitment to
diplomacy—except in situations of self-defense or when the
international community sanctions the use of force. In Lib-
eral International Order 2.0, however, a different—not com-
pletely, but still meaningfully different—set of rules define
the legitimate means. Here, it is still the case that a sincere
commitment to international law and diplomacy define the
parameters of legitimate conduct, but there is a shift in inter-
pretation of the meaning and entailments of these two insti-
tutions of international society, with international law being
reinfused with ideas from natural law (so that its moral spirit
rather than its legal letter defines the limits of permissible
conduct; cf. Hall 2001 ) and with (good, desirable) diplo-
macy increasingly assuming the form of multilateral diplo-
macy. In Liberal International Order 2.0, the threshold for
what counts as transgression lies lower than in pluralist inter-
national society. Rules have thickened; more constraints are
imposed. Within such context, more acts of foreign policy
will count as foul play or competitive revisionism. 

CREATIVE REVISIONISM 

Creative revisionism represents the mirror image of com-
petitive revisionism. Whereas competitive revisionism is con-
sidered to be a deviation from the legitimate means (but
acceptance of the legitimate ends), creative revisionism is
considered to deviate from the legitimate ends (but accep-
tance of the legitimate means). Creative revisionism is anal-
ogous to what Larson and Shevchenko (2010) call “social
creativity,” from which we derive our label. which they de-
fine as the “reframing of a negative attribute as positive or
stressing achievement in a different domain” ( Larson and
Shevchenko 2010 , 67). As they further explain, this involves
states trying to “achiev[e] preeminence outside the arena
of geopolitical competition” ( Larson and Shevchenko 2010 ,
67) However, as mentioned above, we are skeptical about
their treatment of geopolitical competition as the foremost
form of international competition and therefore conceptu-
alize creative revisionism as the attempt to achieve preemi-
nence in a different arena than the one typically assumed to consti-
tute the main field of competition . To the extent that states seek
to turn the achievement of preeminence in a different do-
main into a novel conception of the legitimate ends, they
turn a strategy of sheer status-seeking into a revisionist strat-
egy, proposing a change not only in how they themselves are
to be judged but also in how all states are to be appraised. 

In order to clarify what it means to deviate from the legit-
imate ends of international society, consider the historical
redefinition of the “moral purpose” of the state ( Reus-Smit
1999 ). In a pluralist international society, the moral purpose
of the state is defined thinly. States are expected to foster a
commitment to peace and to develop their domestic struc-
tures and societal projects as they see fit. They are sovereign
states indeed. In liberal international order, on the con-
trary, states are (or were) expected to develop democratic
domestic structures ( Clark 2009 ). This entails a shift in the
definition of the legitimate ends that members of interna-
tional society may pursue. 9 
9 The current emphasis on the importance of also becoming environmental 
stewards, as Falkner and Buzan (2018) have pointed out, is a further development 
in this direction. 
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There are two ways to read the significance of this shift
or our argument. A first way is to point out again how the
hickening of the rules that defines the shift from plural-
st international society to liberal international order low-
rs the threshold for identifying a particular behavior as de-
iant and potentially revisionist. The second way is to point
ut that the very insistence on democracy (or of environ-
ental stewardship) as a crucial element of the moral pur-

ose of the state makes for—or can at least be argued to
ake for—an act of creative revisionism. That determina-

ion is contextual, to be sure. In pluralist international so-
iety, advocacy for democracy as defining the moral pur-
ose made for a creative revisionist move indeed. It made
or transgression of the legitimate ends. This is suggested by
he reluctance on the part of the United States, in its ear-
iest engagement with international society, to set up their
wn experience as a model to follow. The aim of that stance
as to make sure that their deviation from the rule would
ot be interpreted as a revisionist transgression, so as to
void a negative response by the other members of inter-
ational society ( Hobson 2015 ). In contrast, in liberal in-

ernational order, democracy promotion would not as obvi-
usly be considered an act of revisionism, although there is
 clear trend, among states who never quite accepted the le-
itimacy of the liberal international order and who favor a
eturn to a pluralist conception of international order, to do
recisely that. They brand states who continue to champion
he (re)definition of the legitimate ends of international
ociety in the direction of “democracy” and “environmen-
al stewardship” as transgressors of the international order.
his is especially true when it comes to questions concerned
ith sovereignty and the rules governing state prerogatives.
ake as an example the debates surrounding the Responsi-
ility to Protect (R2P). Where many states saw no problems

n backing policies aimed at an ever more “moral” interna-
ional community—in fact, many would not even recognize
t as a type of revisionism—others considered R2P a revi-
ionist provocation and an attempt to shift the rules of the
ame away from accepted “pluralist” norms and toward a
ew type of liberal order (see the discussion in de Carvalho
020 ). From a Chinese and Russian perspective, let us say,
ountries such as Norway and Canada are the true revision-
st actors, creative revisionists. 

REVOLUTIONARY REVISIONISM 

he third type of revisionism is different from the two
receding ones in that it does not entail any form of ac-
eptance of agreed-upon rules. Revolutionary revisionism
nvolves the deviation from both legitimate ends and le-
itimate means. Still, one imagines a situation wherein a
tate rejects the legitimate ends and means of international
ociety without this being perceived as a serious threat to
nternational order and thus without the country being con-
idered a revisionist state. Myanmar, during the time that
t all but “retreated” from the world stage, may count as an
xample. However, when a state deviates from both the legit-
mate ends and the legitimate means, and when others con-
ider this to be a serious threat to the international order,
hich is likely to happen when the comprehensive rejection
f the existing rules is married to the advocacy of an equally
omprehensive set of alternative rules, these states can be
onsidered revolutionary revisionists. Status quo states are
ertainly likely to experience them as such, and neither
s it unlikely that a state that simultaneously transgresses
he legitimate ends and means, and couples this behavior
ith advocacy, will identify itself as a revolutionary actor.
arson and Shevchenko (2019) , it bears noting, do not iden-
ify this category. They do not recognize “social revolution”
s a distinct form of status-seeking. Rather, we adopt our la-
el from Steven Ward’s work, although we give it a somewhat
ifferent meaning. Whereas Ward (2017 , 10–11) defined
evolutionary revisionism as the twin ambition to undo the
urrent distribution of power and to rearticulate the rules,
orms, and institutions that organize international coexis-

ence, we understand it as the simultaneous transgression of
he legitimate means and ends of international society. 

Consider as a first example Napoleonic France. The
oreign policy of Napoleonic France (and before that of rev-
lutionary France) was clearly experienced as a revisionist
ndeavor by contemporaries. It was experienced as a threat
o the European order and for that reason invited a firm
esponse. If we are to understand the revisionist character
f Napoleonic France’s foreign policy, it is important not
nly to point at its willingness to have recourse to the use
f force—the illegitimacy of which is less than fully clear in

ts own historical context, although Napoleon’s choice for
total war” did in fact render the enterprise transgressive
f the legitimate means of international society—but one
ust also pay attention to Revolutionary and Napoleonic

rance’s challenge to the monarchical principle and the
ncien régime , and thus to the moral purpose of the state
s their peers interpreted it ( Hobson 2015 , 106–39). Their
hallenge to the international order proved comprehensive.
dmittedly, it also included a challenge to the then current
istribution of power, but that challenge was especially
hreatening because it expressed a refusal of the principle
f the balance of power. It expressed a refusal of the then
urrent pattern of stratification as a moral fact and sought to
ubstitute, as a matter of principle, Empire for Balance of
ower. 
Another example is the foreign policy of Nehru’s India,
ao’s China, and Suharto’s Indonesia when they organized

he Bandung Conference in 1955. This was a gathering of
wenty-nine Asian and African states and aspirant states,
hich gave way to the formation of the Non-Aligned Move-
ent ( Kustermans and Horemans 2022 ). Many of the

elegations insisted that the world that they had recently
ecome—or hoped soon to become—independent in would
ave to become a very different world from the world that

hey had been subjected in. True peace demanded true jus-
ice. True emancipation demanded a new international or-
er. “[Attendees at the Bandung conference consistently ex-
ressed] rhetorical appeals to transcend Western-imposed
isions of political order, with the hope of establishing a
ore peaceful, inclusive and cosmopolitan order in their

lace” ( Philips 2016 , 336). In the context of our argument,
t is crucial to observe that Western states (and to a lesser
xtent the Soviet Union) responded with a sense of alarm.
hey experienced the Bandung Conference as a threat to

he international order and as dangerously revisionist. Also
rucial to observe is that the revisionist character of the
andung Conference was seen to pertain to both the “le-
itimate ends” and the “legitimate means” of international
ociety. Not only did participants in the Bandung Confer-
nce seek to delegitimize the “colonial state” (a refusal of
hat was then still considered a legitimate end, at least for
igh-ranking members of international society) and, an
qual source of concern, the “capitalist state” (similarly a
efusal of a legitimate end of international society), but they
lso appropriated diplomatic means—a multilateral confer-
nce, from which they excluded the dominant powers—in
 way that was considered transgressive, not in the least
ecause it had the representatives of still-colonized states
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essarily imply an invocation of an order to be revised or defended) are implicated 
in the constitution or contestation of the existing order. We think that those utiliz- 
ing a scholar-specified ontology are too hasty in assuming agreement around the 
nature of the order as it currently exists, and we can instead fruitfully use revision- 
ist talk as means of turning the degree of agreement and quality of disagreement 
into an empirical question. 

11 Notwithstanding Jackson’s prioritization of participant-specified ontologies, 
we consider it valuable to utilize theoretically grounded categories of analysis that 
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participate. As such, the example offers another illustration
that transgression of the legitimate means need not imply
taking recourse to the use of force. The transgressive appro-
priation of otherwise legitimate means fits the category too.

Consider, finally, Putin’s Russia, about which many ob-
servers have noted the radicalization of its revisionist ambi-
tions and actions. One reason for that reevaluation is cer-
tainly that Russia has decided to put its money where its
mouth is. It has recourse to the use of force without ob-
vious reasons of self-defense and without authorization of
the United Nations Security Council. Doing so, it is consid-
ered as deviating from the rules that define the legitimate
means that members of international society may employ to
pursue their goals. A second reason, however, is that Putin’s
Russia appears to reject the rules that define the ends that
members of international society may legitimately pursue.
There is a clear refusal, on the part of Russian leaders, of
the idea of liberal democracy (which defines the moral pur-
pose of the state in the liberal international order) and even
of the idea of sovereign equality (which imposes a socially
sanctioned limit on the ends legitimately pursued in plural-
ist international society). With regard to the former, Putin’s
Russia can be seen to promote a conservative revolution,
seeking to substitute “traditional” for liberal values. As to
the latter, it is widely seen as trying to reintroduce the idea
of spheres of influence and have other states accept the le-
gitimacy of regional great powers, such as Russia, exercising
authority within such a sphere of influence ( Suslov 2018 ). It
is the combination of these two dimensions of revisionism—
transgression of the legitimate means and transgression of
the legitimate ends—that appears to qualify Putin’s Russia
as a revolutionary revisionist. That it furthermore questions
the reification of the current distribution of power—that it
questions the treatment of the current distribution of power
as a moral fact , as though it were desirable and therefore
necessary—only adds to people’s perceptions of its revolu-
tionary character. 

Codicil: The Politics of Revisionisms 

We understand that our argument, by drawing systematic at-
tention to the context-dependent nature of the determina-
tion and characterization of revisionist conduct, opens up
to the charge that it promotes (unhelpful) relativism. That
is, if different actors consider different behaviors revision-
ist according to their own definition of legitimate ends and
means, then are we not abstaining from analysis, turning
revisionism instead into a purely subjective phenomenon?
While there may be some merit to such a critique, we believe
that there is, in constructivist research, a well-established
way out of this generic predicament that makes a strength
out of the weakness (e.g., Jackson 2006 ; Adler-Nissen and
Gammeltoft-Hansen 2008 ; Bettiza 2014 ). These approaches
use what Jackson (2010 , 185) terms “participant”-specified
ontologies, as opposed to scholarly specified ones (see
also Guzzini 2000 ). Here, rather than imposing a coher-
ent meaning upon their object of analysis (whether it be
sovereignty, civilization, or the international order), this ap-
proach explores how these concepts are wielded, contested,
and adapted in practice, and with what consequence in spe-
cific political contexts. As Bettiza (2014 , 9–11) outlines in
the context of civilizational studies, this approach opens up
for a systematic analysis of how these concepts are instru-
mentally adapted by actors for particular ends and can gen-
erate an empirically grounded picture of the intersubjective
constitution of the phenomenon in question. 10 
10 Indeed, given the consensus that orders (international or otherwise) are 
intersubjectively constituted, it follows that invocations of revisionism (which nec- 
Such an approach implies using revisionist talk to gener-
ate a window into the contextual understandings of and dis-
agreements about the existing international order. It thus
generates the following kinds of questions: (1) What con-
ceptions of revisionism are in circulation and what are their
constituent rules pertaining to legitimate ends and means?
(2) Where are these depictions of revisionism located and who
is articulating them? (3) How do these revisionists’ discourse
render certain activities (il)legitimate? 

In concrete terms, this has significant downstream con-
sequences for conducting empirical analysis with our typol-
ogy, which would provide a heuristic for the analysis of such
discourses. 11 For instance, rather than (or in addition to)
observing Russian behavior and then pondering which box
in our typology it fits within, the systematic consideration of
what is “illegitimate” requires that we first pay attention to
how actors of world politics depict Russia’s behavior. Indeed,
we may note that NATO countries systematically depict Rus-
sia in revolutionary revisionist terms: striving to reintroduce
its “sphere of influence” as a legitimate end via the hitherto
forbidden means: military force. Such a depiction necessar-
ily rests upon a conception of how the current international
order is (e.g., Stoltenberg 2021 ; see Sperling and Webber
2017 ) Yet, the extent to which this conception of Russian
behavior is considered transgressive remains an empirical
question. Moreover, it is a pertinent question who shares
this view and where they are situated within international
order. Of course, Russia proclaims a quite different account
of its actions in terms of legitimate ends and means than the
West, but even a cursory analysis of the international, and
especially non-western, discourse about Russia’s invasion of
Ukraine shows that Russia is not universally depicted as a
revolutionary revisionist. In other words, claims Russia it-
self and other actors make regarding Russian policies are
precisely where we can locate the politics of revisionism.
Competing claims to legitimacy eventually contribute to
normative change and are constitutive not only of existing
international social structures, but also of their future form
and strength. 

The substantive content and relative presence of these de-
bates within international discourses provide an empirical
window into how widely shared conceptions of international
social structure(s) are. They also show how claims about
what the rules are should be treated as (disputable) moral
facts (within particular contexts). After all, whether a state is
or is not revisionist depends upon the observer’s conception
of the existing order and how far they think states can push
the limits of “sovereign play” before others consider it trans-
gressive. Indeed, when NATO condemns Russian efforts to
revise the rules-based order, they are both assuming (1) the
existence of that rules-based order and (2) that it enjoys
legitimacy among its members. Conversely, depictions of
Russia as pursuing a legitimate self-help strategy (1) rest upon
a thin notion of the rules of the order and (2) assume that
no other thicker normative rules ought to apply. Hence,
while our typology can illuminate the stakes of these debates
over the legitimacy of international order, it also contributes
can facilitate systematic discursive inquiry (e.g., Hansen 2006 ). It should be noted 
that we also hope the framework and supporting discussion can have intrinsic 
value in terms of encouraging scholars of revisionism to see their subject matter 
in new ways, even if they do not wish to “apply” it themselves. 
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o not overstating the degree to which beliefs about the le-
itimacy of international order are shared. While the polit-
cal conclusions of this may not always be comfortable to
s, it does provide a more empirically grounded basis from
hich to both (1) analyze revisionism and (2) lodge political
laims about the desirability of future kinds of international
rder. 
Finally, this approach has significant implications for the

ractice of revisionist research. One need not be in thrall
o continental philosophy to agree that IR scholars’ cate-
ories of analysis frequently become categories of practice
nd vice versa ( Brubaker 2013 ). It is not a coincidence that
oth Bull’s “international society” and Ikenberry’s “liberal
rder” are widely in use by both scholars and practitioners
like. Hence, the question of whose order , then, becomes cru-
ial for identifying whether actions or actors are revisionist.
his also foregrounds the extent to which we as scholars of

R contribute to how patterns of stratification and social mo-
ility are legitimated and delegitimated, to the muddling of

s and ought. 
Our imbrication with the world we study thus fore-

rounds the importance of reflecting upon the political con-
equences of our labeling different behaviors as revisionist.
esignations of revisionism are not innocent but by neces-

ity political with potential consequences for those labeled
s such. At least as far as the history of the modern order
oes, revisionism is at best a normatively ambiguous term,
n most cases pejorative, and in many others a securitizing

ove in aid of the status quo (see Buzan, Wæver, and De
ilde 1998 ). The term “legitimate revisionism” is borderline

xymoronic. We can seek to atone for this by systematically
tudying the phenomenon but cannot fully escape the polit-
cal consequences of our labeling. This forces us to reckon
ith two sets of reflexive questions regarding our position
is-à-vis our subject matter in order to “fracture” our own
orbs, crack them open, shake them” ( Ashley 1984 , 286) a
ittle bit . 

First, if all revisionism is considered transgressive (of a
ule), then any description of revisionism (either tacitly or
xplicitly) rests upon the belief in the objective existence of
he legitimate rules being transgressed. As such, these de-
criptions also (implicitly or explicitly) render transgressive
he behavior we analyze. Hence, our works on revisionism
re more than mere analysis, as they also form part of the
ractices that potentially legitimize the status quo. Yet, as we
ave discussed above, the normative relationship between

heories of revisionism and the order(s)they analyze is sel-
om rendered explicit. Given the highly contested nature
f revisionism, we believe that future work on revisionism
ould benefit greatly from a more explicit discussion of the
nderlying conception of the international order presup-
osed and reproduced by their analysis. 
Second, unless we examine the substantive content of our

heories and the extent to which they open up for a legitimate
nd unthreatening rise in status and power, we run the risk
f identifying and stigmatizing unassuming actors’ attempts
o prosper. Just as neorealism stands accused of implicitly
egitimating the pursuit of relative gains, overly broad the-
ries of revisionism run the risk of (inadvertently) stigma-
izing rising powers. Circumventing this demands that we
eflect about whether all types of transgressions must be la-
eled revisionist, or whether they could be described in a
ore benign vocabulary (e.g., reformists) Furthermore, it

laces a high premium on providing a strong and explicit
efense of any conception advancing instead a broad con-
eption of revisionism that leaves little room for legitimate
hange. 
Conclusion 

n this article, we have leveled a constructivist critique
gainst major works on revisionism in IR and made the
ase for a new framework for future research. We have
roceeded in three moves. First, we showed the extent to
hich revisionism is—however tacitly—often assumed to
e of a timeless character, its meaning unduly reified. We
rgued that such a view of revisionism cannot fully capture
he spectrum of possible revisionist conduct, also often
onflating status quo behavior with revisionism and vice
ersa. To remedy this, we insisted that analyses of revision-
sm would benefit from explicitly adding “illegitimate ” to
heir descriptions of revisionist behavior. Only then can we
hed light on the transgressive quality of revisionism and
ighlight the extent to which it relies on acts of judgment
bout its legitimate character. 

Second, building on an understanding of international
rders as social structures, we suggested that a typology rest-

ng on legitimate ends and legitimate means provides a use-
ul analytical basis for identifying different brands of re-
isionism in the existing literature. Our typology of three
ypes of revisionisms not only helps historicize revisionism,
ut also contributes to a better conceptual understanding of

t. Differentiating between legitimate ends and means helps
larify contrasts between different takes on revisionism and
ifferent labels. It also foregrounds the necessity to take into
ccount how the normative constitution of international or-
er (legitimate ends and means) relates in intricate ways
o the social facts of social stratification and mobility. Ulti-

ately, the framework advanced here enables a systematic
roblem-shift away from studying revisionism at the level of
he observer to studying revisionism from the level of action:
o a focus on whose account of international order forms the
asis for determining revisionist behavior and where does this
attle over the nature of international order take place. Cru-
ially, this problem-shift enables us to account not only for
ow these contests shape the way potentially revisionist be-
avior is understood by different actors, but also how these
ontests shape that very same behavior. Alongside our typol-
gy, this enables us to systematically relate discursive con-
ests over the nature of the international order to what some

ay call revisionism. Finally, we argued that given our imbri-
ation with our object of study, a healthy dose of reflexivity
bout the productive–political consequences of the research
genda on revisionism is warranted. 
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Appendix. A Systematic Overview of Typologies of 
Revisionism 

his table gives an overview of the typologies of revision-
sm in key contributions. Robert Merton’s typology of de-
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of legitimate ends 

and means 
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chweller Lions & Lambs Wo

ard Positional 
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non-violent 
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e et al. Soft revisionism: exit Ha
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arson & Shevchenko Social mobility So

erton Conformism Retreatism In
iant behavior is added as it was an early source of inspi-
ation for our own thinking on the subject. We have or-
anized the table in accordance with our own theoretical
ramework. 

Overall, the table affords a quick overview of how exist-
ng typologies relate to each other. The table also shows
pparent inconsistencies in existing typologies. The ta-
le further suggests an over-identification of revisionist
ehavior. Certain types of revisionist behavior identified

n the literature can equally be categorized as status-quo
onduct. 
Revisionism 

transgressive of 
legitimate means 

Revisionism 

transgressive of 
legitimate ends 

Revisionism 
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